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Abstract. Data provenance is the basic metadata for process analysis in process aware system and
plays an important role in collaboration design process for process auditing and process
improvement, but data collaboration and iterative processin theexecutionof collaboration design
process impede the integrity of provenance tracking based on data provenance. This paper proposes
a collaborative design provenance model based on OPM, which can support provenance tracking in
the execution of multiple related collaboration design processes. In this model, it descripts the basic
characteristic of the execution of collaboration design process, supports the description of iterative
process by execution path expansion, and supports the descriptions of different data collaboration
patternsbetween different design processes. Based on this model, we finally provide the global data
provenance directed graph by the mechanism of data provenance sharing and combination that can
insure the integrity of provenance tracking of collaboration design process.
1.

Introduction

Collaboration design process always consist of multiple design processes, and carry out the
complex design work by the multidisciplinary collaboration between different design process in the
form of sharing or exchanging data. For collaboration design process, there is one key problem:
how to describe the runtime state and global execution of multiple collaboration design process
from the aspect of data flow. However current data provenance model focus on the process with
determinate and predicable execution path of process, and they are not ready for iterative process in
collaboration design process. Second, current data provenance models lack the descriptionof
datacollaboration. Current data provenance models always focus on single design process and lake
the description ability for the operation and data in the collaboration between multiple design
processes, so that it can’t describe the evolution process of data flow among concurrent design
processes. These two challenges cause that the researchers of collaboration design process can’t get
the global data provenance directed graph of the execution of collaboration design process for the
difficulty to insure the integrity of provenance tracking, so that they can’t use data provenance
effectively in collaboration design process analysis.
To solve this problem, we try to expand current data provenance model to make it suit to
describe collaboration design process. To solve this problem, we try to expand current data
provenance model to make it suit to describe collaboration design process. In our preview work [1],
we propose a collaboration design process model CD_net to support the description process
collaboration and iterative process. Based on this work, we propose a data provenance model based
on OPM [2] to describe the execution of collaboration design process based on CD_net in this
paper.In this data provenance model, we provide a mechanism of execution path expansion to
correspond to the description of iterative process in CD_net, which can append the data provenance
informationwith finer granularity to the global data provenance directed graph. Meanwhile we
provide a data provenance description mechanism of Pub/Sub data collaboration andan integration
mechanism of multiple data provenance directed graphs, so that we can provide the complete data
provenance information for the execution of collaboration design process.
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2.

Related Work

Data provenance modeling is an important part of data provenance research, and there are many
researchers who have paid attention to it. In the second IPAW conference, the researchers of wright
state university provide Provenir model based on W3C Web ontology language [3]. PROV-DM is a
conceptual data basic model, which conforms to the standard of W3C data provenance [4]. PASOA
is a data provenance model based on directed graph for process document, which can track the
operational process of data and service in the SOA oriented workflow environment [5].
In the complex product design process, collaboration design is a main work pattern in this
domain, and it correlated the team distributed among the world to work together for the same
product design [6]. Paper [7] sets data provenance information as the basic information to check the
completeness of data. Paper [8] set data provenance information as the metadata of sharing data.
3.

Data provenance model for collaboration design process

The structure of CDPM is showed as Fig. 1, and it consists of six node elements and seven edge
elements. The nodes of CDPM describe the correspondingentities of collaboration design process,
including data, processData, collaborativeData, process, human and role.
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Fig.1: The structure of CDPM
 data
The data node is used to describe the intermediate data produced in the execution of
collaboration design process, the reference data resource and the important design result. Because
there are both the data result used for communication among the designers of the same design team
and the data result shared among different design teams, the data node also has two subclasses that
are “processData” node and “collaborativeData” node.
 processData
The “processData” node is mainly used to describe the data in the form of input or output for the
task in the execution. It always stands for the design parameters passed from one task to the other
task in the inner of design process.
 collaborativeData
The “collaborativeData” node is mainly used to describe the sharing data by the form of PublishSubscribe among different design teams in the execution. It always stands for the design result
passed from one design process to the other design process as the emergence of an instance of data
collaboration among the design teams.
 process
The process node is mainly used to describe the execution instance of specific task T, and its
attributes include the corresponding id, execution time, operator, operations and related constraints.
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 human
The human node is mainly used to describe the operator related to specific task T, and it stands
for the designer, the publisher and the subscriber among the data sharing in collaboration design
process.
 role
The role node is mainly used to describe different roles for different human nodes and their
corresponding function and permission. One human can control multiple process nodes, and these
relations can be distinguished by the different role nodes related to the same human.
Beside the six node elements, CDPM also describes the dependency relationship between the
entities in the execution instance of collaboration design process by seven edge elements which
includeDerivedfrom, Generatedby, Publishedby, Used, Received, Controlledby and Triggeredby.
 Derivedfrom
“Derivedfrom” edge is the edge points from one “processData” node to another “processData”
node, for example from pd2 to pd1, which means the produce of pd1 is before the production of pd2
and the state of pd1 depends on pd2. In collaboration design process, “Derivedfrom” edge always
describes the transformation of specific design result, like data mapping or data filtering, and the
statement of “Derivedfrom” edge betweenpd2 and pd1is as follow:
Derivedfrom
pd 2 →
pd1
(1)
 Generatedby
“Generatedby” edge is the edge that points from one “processData” node to one “process” node,
which means the operations of “process”node need to be executed before the production of
“processData” node. In collaboration design process, “Derivedfrom” edge always describes which
design task produces the specific design result, and multiple “processData” nodes can point to the
same “process” node by “Generatedby” edge.
 Publishedby
“Publishedby” edge is the edge that points from “collaborativeData” node to“process” node,
which stands for the common data collaboration between the tasks in different design processes in
the form of one-to-many data sharing. In collaboration design process, multiple “collaborativeData”
nodes can point to the same “process” node by “Publishedby” edge.
 Used
“Used” edge is the edge that points from “process” node to “processData” node, which stands for
the execution of “process” node needs the “processData” to be the input parameter and then
“process” can carry on its operations. In collaboration design process, multiple “processData” nodes
can point to the same “process” node by “Used” edge, and the execution of “process” node can start
only until all the “processData” nodes are ready.
 Received
“Received” edge is the edge that points from “process” node to “collaborativeData” node, which
stands for the execution of “process” node needs the “collaborativeData” to be the input parameter
and then “process” can carry on its operations. In collaboration design process, multiple
“collaborativeData” nodes can relate to the same “process” node by “Received” edge, and the
execution of “process” node can start until all the “collaborativeData” nodes are ready.
 Controlledby
“Controlledby” edge is the edge that points from “process” node to “human” node, which stands
for the execution of “process”node is controlled by the corresponding operator. Meanwhile, it
always use “Role” node as the parameter of “Controlledby” edge so as to describe the duty and
right of operators.
 Triggeredby
“Triggeredby” edge is the edge that points from one “process” node to another “process” node,
which stands for the dependency between the instances of two tasks in the execution of
collaboration design process.
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4.

Execution path expansion based on CDPM

We describe iterative process at runtime by provide corresponding mechanism for “Repeat” in
CDPM. For these three parts of “Repeat” at runtime, we provide the corresponding description
rules based on CDMP as follow:
 The input data accepted by “Repeat” is described by a “process” node
called as “InputofRepeat” and a “Used” edge, where the beginning conditions of the execution of
“InputofRepeat” are set as constrains of “Repeat”.


The iterative process from Ti to T j can be described as a set of

“process” nodes. The beginning node is named as pi , k , and the end node is named as p j , k , where
k stands for the serial number of the repeated execution of iterative process.
 The final output data of “Repeat” is described by a “process” node
called as “OutputofRepeat” and a “Generatedby” edge, where the end conditions of the
execution of “InputofRepeat” are set as constrains of “Repeat”.
 In the data provenance directed graph of collaboration design process,
each execution of iterative process is described as a branch path from “InputofRepeat” to
“OutputofRepeat”.
According these steps of path expansion, the mechanism of “Repeat” can be described as the
CDPM directed graph in fig. 2.
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5.

Data collaboration based on CDPM

The description mechanism of Pub/Sub base on CDPM consists of “process” node,
“CollaborativeData” node, “Publishedby” edge and “Received” edge, and its structure can be
implementd base on CDPM as Fig. 3.
In CDPM directed graph, the node corresponding to collaboration unit in CD_net is seen as a
special “process” node, which is abbreviated as “CollabUnit”. So data reference and data sharing
can be described by “CollabUnit”, and the refinement of Fig. 3 can be carried out as Fig. 4.
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Fig.5: The combination mechinsim of CDPM deirceted graph
We need to combine the CDPM directed graphs corresponding to different design processes
when they carry out data collaboration in the execution, and combination mechanism of CDPM
directed graphs is shown as Fig. 5.
The steps of CDPM combination mechanism for data collaboration are as follow:
 In the stage of process design, there is data collaboration among
different design processes for the design requirement of related industry. In Fig. 5, WF1 and WF2
are two design processes, where the data result Pd3 is published by WF1 and is referenced as the
input of WF2 .
 In the stage of process execution, the execution of WF1 and WF2 can be
continued only until Pd3 is exchanged, and the CDPM directed graphs of their execution
instances are shown as the dotted boxes in Fig. 5, which is not combined. Then we use
PGrap(item) to stand for the data provenance directed graph of specific object item which can be
“process” node, “data” node or the execution stance of design process. Because of concurrent
execution of WF1 and WF2 , the designer related to WF1 only know PGrap( WF1 ), but the designer
related to WF2 know PGrap( WF2 ) and the origin of which is described by a “Derivedfrom” edge.
 In the stage of data Pub/Sub, the subscribers will receive and analyze
the data provenanceof published data as they receive the published data, and then combine it
with the data provenance of local process instance. In the process of data exchange,
corresponding data provenance of the published data will be seen as a kind of metadata for
published data, which is also sent to the subscribers at the same time. So the published data can
be expressed by the binary group<Dnode, Pgrap(Dnode)>, where Dnodestandsfor the data result
and Pgrap(Dnode) stands for the corresponding data provenance directed graph. In Fig. 5, the
data provenance directed graph PGrap(Pd 3 ) is published with the data result Pd 3 by the
execution instance WF 1 , and the final published data is < Pd 3 , PGrap(Pd 3 ) >. After data
exchange, the subscriber merges the received data provenance into local data provenance
directed graph and then construct the complete data provenance directed graph for local proeces
instance. We use UnitPGrap(WF 2 ) to stand for the complete data provenance directed graph of
WF 2 after the data provenance combination, and UnitPGrap(WF 2 ) can be expressed as follow:
UnitPGrap (WF 2 ) = PGrap(WF 2 )  (Derivedfrom:
(WF 2 :Pd 3 ) → (WF 1 :Pd 3 ))  PGrap(WF 1 :Pd 3 )
(2)
 After the combination of data provenance directed graphs, it still needs
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to be more detailed because the“Derivedfrom” edge can’t express the detail of collaboration unit
in the data collaboration among different design processes. In this paper, we satisfy this
requirement by the refinement of Pub/Subdescriptionmechanism based on CDPM, and the result
can be expressed as follow:
UnitPGrap (WF 2 ) = PGrap(WF 2 )  (Publishedby:(WF 2 :Pd 3 ) → CollabUnit)  (Used：
CollabUnit → ( WF 1 :Pd 3 ))  PGrap(WF 1 :Pd 3 )
(3)
Through the combination and refinement of the data provenancedirected graphs related to both
sides of data collaboration, the execution instance of single design process can be more complement,
which can express the design purpose more accurate for the related designers.
6.

Conclusion

In this paper, we study the data provenance model for collaboration design process which has the
characteristics including iterative process and data collaboration. To get the complete data
provenance directed graph for process analysis, we propose the CDPM, provide execution path
expansion mechanism of CDPM to support the description of iterative process, and provide the
mechanism of data provenance sharing and combination to organize the global data provenance
directed graph.
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